Teacher Check-Out Kits are available year round based on availability, with a request made two weeks in advance. We require a refundable deposit at time of Check-Out. To submit a request please contact the Education Department at (559) 498-5920 or schools@fresnochaffeezoo.org

**RAINFOREST**
- Poster displaying layers of the rainforest
- Biological Artifacts: mammal skulls, feathers, and furs
- Poison dart frog plastic models

**OCEAN LIFE**
- Teacher manual, ocean fact cards, and lesson ideas
- “Families of the Deep Blue Sea” by Kenneth Mallory (book) and “The Cat in the Hat: Ocean Commotion” (DVD)
- Biological Artifacts and Models of various Ocean Life
- Sorting buckets for classification

**GRASSLANDS**
- Biological Artifacts: Porcupine quills, zebra skull, and turkey vulture skull
- Informational picture cards
- Notebook with various pictures of grassland animals

**PABLO PYTHON**
- Teacher Manual complete with lesson plans a cassette tape, and posters specific to lesson plans
- VHS/DVD titled “Pablo Python Looks at Animals”
- Family Handbook of information
- Student Activity Sheets and informational books

**WETLANDS**
- Variety of bird beak skulls, alligator skull
- On request the following activity sets may be included: Swamp Scientist or the Perfect Beak

**DESERT**
- Biological Artifacts: snake sheds, tortoise shell, mammal skulls, furs
- Plastic models of various lizards and snakes
- Informational picture cards
- Notebook featuring pictures of Desert animals and Desert habitats

**FROG**
- Frog Life Cycle (preserved and plastic models)
- Information picture cards and various books on specific to Frogs
- “Eyewitness-Amphibians, National Geographic-the Last Frog”, and “Leap of Faith-Saving Panama’s Golden Frog” (DVD)
- Amphibian Power Point Presentation (CD ROM)
- “Amphibian Alert!” Curriculum

**BEAR**
- Informational picture cards of various bears
- Biological Artifacts: Polar Bear skull, Juvenile Black Bear skull, and a variety of furs from many different bear species.
- A brief informational summary about each of the Biological Artifacts included in this kit

**TEMPERATE FOREST/SIERRA NEVADA**
- Biological Artifacts: various Mammal skulls, furs, ostrich egg
- Notebook featuring activity ideas and pictures

**CUSTOM**
- We are able to customize or create kits based on age and topic.